To help illustrate the profits on offer by following tipsters, I have commissioned this special report from our regular contributor, Rowan Day on the performance of the tipsters he followed during the 2015/16 tax year.

Just as many a financial report will focus on profit and loss made between April each year, so we have decided to do the same to illustrate just how much money you can make from betting.

Below, Rowan has detailed the sums of money he has made between April 6th 2015 and April 5th 2016 by following a small number of tipsters.

All told over the past financial year, he has made a Return On Investment (ROI) of 7.2% and a Return on Capital (ROC) of 64.4% from his selection of tipsters.

Applying this to actual monetary sums, a 64.4% ROC would have brought about the following profits:

- £2,000 into £3,288.00
- £5,000 into £8,220.00
- £10,000 into £16,440.00
- £20,000 into £32,880.00

Better Than 'Traditional' Investment Methods

Comparing this to more traditional investment methods, a 64.4% ROC or a 7.2% ROI is very favourable indeed.

According to the respected UK based Money Saving Expert website, the best bank savings account for up to £20,000 is Santander who offer 3% interest on their 1,2,3 current account.

For those looking to invest in an ISA, the very best rate of interest stands at 2.33%, although you can expect interest penalties should you wish to withdraw within 5 years.

Moving onto stock and shares, if selecting a ‘Fund & Share’ account with stockbroker Hargreaves Lansdown and choosing a balanced growth approach, this fund has made a 33.1% return between the 5-year period: Feb 2011 to Feb 2016.
Such profit of course does come with a risk, because as the asterisked text on their site will tell you – the 11.2% worst drawdown actually seen in the last 5 years could well have been as large as 40% during the financial crisis of 2007/08. To a large extent, for the relatively unlucky – it’s all a case of timing as to whether you start investing at the right or the wrong time.

It’s the same for the housing market as whilst house prices climbed steadily from around 1996 to 2007, they did drop significantly during the financial crisis of 07/08. According to these stats, the average house price in 2014 was on par with those on offer during 2007. If adjusting for inflation, house prices in 2015 are no greater than they were in 2004. Again it depends so much on when and where you bought!

**Stocks, Shares & Houses – All Effectively ‘Gambling’**

My point from all of the above is that in many cases, with these more ‘traditional’ forms of investment such as stocks and shares or house prices, you are also gambling.

Gambling that it’s the right time to buy or invest or that some unforeseen event or crash won’t take place. Gambling you are getting in at the right time.

There are also often significant fees, penalties and taxes on these more ‘traditional’ forms of investment. You also often need larger sums to get started.

Betting, however, is a great leveler as you need very little money to get started, no qualifications, solicitors, estate agents, stockbrokers and nor are betting winnings taxed in the UK.

The only consideration you need to make when comparing betting as a means of investment to say, buying a property, is that there is a certain level of ongoing daily workload. You can tailor your portfolio to reduce or increase the amount of day to day involvement you need to dedicate to betting, but you will need to spend some time both placing bets and recording your results. What I would say however, is that little extra effort should pay handsome dividends.

**Following Tipsters**

For those of you looking for some inspiration on how to follow tipsters, we have plenty to help you here at the Secret Betting Club. Not only do we provide independent reviews and ratings on all the very best tipsters, but Rowan writes a regular bet diary and reports on the progress of his very own tipster portfolio.

The goal is to provide inspiration to help those of you keen to start following tipsters and beat the bookmaker.

So without further ado, I will hand over to my colleague, Rowan Day and his End of Year Tipster Report.

Peter Ling
Secret Betting Club Editor
http://www.secretbettingclub.com
ROWAN’S END OF YEAR TIPSTER REPORT

The following article is taken from a special End of Tax Year Report first published for Secret Betting Club members in April 2016.

In this special report, Rowan outlines his progress both most recently in March 2016, alongside the rundown of his full tipster portfolio from 2015/16.

Please note – The names of 3 of the tipsters Rowan follows have been removed so as to protect the identities for Secret Betting Club members. The two tipsters we do reference – Northern Monkey & The Fink Tank have been discussed at length on our blog over the past year.

I thought this month I could provide you with a round-up of betting over the last tax year, naturally concentrating on the performance of those services I’m currently following; an end of tax year financial report, if you will. Of course the best thing about profits made from betting is that they are tax exempt, in the UK anyway, and for that we should be eternally grateful. It was when I considered this last point that I started comparing the returns from betting compared to the returns I could gain from other, perhaps more traditional investment vehicles.

I don’t think I could match the rate of return gained from betting unless I had millions to invest in prime Central London property hotspots. Shares? Nope, not without being hugely lucky and somehow managing to hit upon a new Google or Facebook and getting in so early that no-one else had heard of them. Gold/Precious Metals? Don’t think so. Bank Savings? Don’t be daft!

So we’ll take a closer look at the 2015/16 year for my current services shortly, but before we do, let’s quickly round up the portfolio performance for March...

PORTFOLIO UPDATE

March was a very good month, and following an excellent February it means that 2016 has some real momentum behind it now. Having said that, March has also been a strange month in many respects. One or two issues have cropped up that have provided considerable food for thought, and as ever, there is plenty of thinking to do in terms of how to move forward. One thing this game never is, is boring!

The success of the month was in large part down to the superb performance put up at Cheltenham by Northern Monkey. As I mentioned in the Bet Diary, I wasn’t able to get on all of the antepost bets Wayne issued in the build up to the Festival, but I got on enough of them to ensure a handsome profit.

The other big contributor was Service C which for the second consecutive month pulled in a strong profit. I’m willing this service on, simply because it is so easy to follow via the Exchanges. If it can regain the sort of consistency it enjoyed through the first half of last year, then it has the potential to become a vital cog in the portfolio. Too many times through the second half of the year though, that consistency proved elusive, so it’s going to be fascinating to see what happens next.

On the flip side Service E had a shocker, although it could have been a whole lot worse. I’m counting my lucky stars that a weekend away up in Scotland at my nephew’s wedding, during which I didn’t place any of Service E’s bets, saved me a packet. It makes up for the times when I’m left frustrated by not putting on bets that turn out to be winners, and there are plenty of them, believe me! Swings and roundabouts I guess, but with performance being as poor as it
had been throughout the rest of the month, I feel blessed that the hole created by Service E’s losses wasn’t considerably deeper!

So all told, the ROI for the month of March ended up at 11.2% and bank growth at 11.9%, which are figures not to be sniffed at.

THE 2015/16 TAX YEAR – FULL SERVICE BREAKDOWN

The beauty of betting as an investment is that you are able to turn over your bank quickly. This is what separates it from so many other forms of investment. If you deposit £10k in a high interest savings account, you’ll be very lucky to get a 2% return. Of course a bank account should ensure that your money is safe – you’re guaranteed not to lose anything providing the bank you’ve deposited with doesn’t go bust. Betting banks can go bust, you can lose money…let’s not forget that.

But if we set ourselves up properly, diversifying our selected tipsters and spreading the risk, then we can minimise the chance of losing money and maximise the chance of making money. We are in control of our funds. Not some nameless, faceless Fund Manager, Investment Banker or any such other City type. This is one big reason why I so like betting as a means of making money – I’m in control.

So as promised, let’s look at each tipster in the current portfolio, analysing how they have performed over the course of the last tax year, and what issues might be of concern as we move forward...

SERVICE A: NORTHERN MONKEY

*Editor’s note – We have discussed Northern Monkey at length over the past year, including this recent case study of performance so I am happy to name them here (usually we protect this info for full SBC members only). It is also worth noting that all SBC members can enjoy an anytime 2-week free trial of their service.*

It is so easy to say when having just enjoyed a tremendous month’s betting, but when reflecting on Northern Monkey’s performance over the past 12 months, and the way the service is run with the interests of the subscriber very much given priority, then I would suggest that NMP has become the must-have service in any portfolio.

The most pleasing aspect of this past Northern Monkey year is how close my own figures are to the official performance figures. Being restricted to the Exchanges means that it is inevitable that over time, I will miss out on some level of profit, but comparing notes it appears that I’ve achieved 80%+ of the profit level that those with a full set of BOG bookmaker accounts are likely to have achieved. That I could achieve this is, of course, all down to Wayne’s exceptionally fair odds quoting policy.

The past two months’ results have ensured that Northern Monkey is the top performer in the portfolio in terms of ROC achieved for the 2015/16 “season”, and Wayne who runs the service must be giving himself a slap on the back for reversing his decision to sit out the winter all weather and jumps season.

The only blot on the future landscape is an issue that has also affected Service B this year. Wayne from NMP recently sent out a note to all members asking people not to kill prices on Betfair as soon as he sends his emails. What happens is that the bets are issued, folk jump straight onto Betfair, and essentially demolish what little liquidity exists on the Exchanges at that
time of the morning. Naturally, bookmakers see that Betfair money has disappeared, and will also notice the queue of money lined up to back the relevant horse, so what do they do? They slash the prices, obviously.

The frustrating thing is that it is so unnecessary. It is my experience that by waiting until later in the morning when there is more liquidity around and the market has strengthened, then you can match Wayne’s official prices more times than not. If not, you can at this time safely place an order as the money waiting to back the horse won’t be so obvious within a more mature market. The prices often lengthen through the morning on the Exchanges so your order has a better than fair chance of being taken, but of course the bookmakers are far more reticent to push the odds back out, so NMP members who can use bookmakers are suffering as a result of folk prematurely rushing in on the Exchanges. If just a little patience could be exercised, everyone would come out winning, but the current situation is something that is concerning Wayne and I can see where he’s coming from.

Whilst on the subject of using the Exchanges too…I’ve found myself using Smarkets more and more now. The liquidity is definitely improving and I’m finding it easy to get the same prices that are offered by Betfair, if not marginally better. With commission at Smarkets only 2% on winning bets, using them is becoming a no-brainer! The lower commission rate makes a huge difference to the bottom line over time.

Northern Monkey 2015/16: +123.2pts profit, ROI 14.9%, ROC 154%.

SERVICE B
(Identities available to full SBC members only)

This is such a likeable service and one that has been recently elevated to the Hall of Fame, and quite rightly so in my opinion.

2015/16 has seen the service evolve, and it will continue to do so as I believe there will be more tweaks made in readiness for the next National Hunt season. As noted in the Northern Monkey round-up, Andrew of Service B has been concerned about members destroying prices by jumping on Betfair too early, and he is taking steps to rectify that situation.

In the meantime, Andrew has been placing more and more emphasis on providing information to his members that can be used to find profitable bets that aren’t officially tipped. He has encouraged people to get to know his style, to be able to pick up on when he is keen on a horse and then have the confidence to back it despite the fact that the horse in question hasn’t been issued as an official bet (usually because Andrew has felt that the market is too weak and if he did issue it as a bet, the price would collapse). Judging from some of the results posted by Service B’s members in their forum, it is clear that there are many who have made significantly more profit than those who, like me, essentially back only the tips. I have had some success interpreting the daily notes, and I have made extra profit as a result, but sadly I can’t commit the time needed regularly enough to really go to town on this. Even so, I’m more than happy with my returns.

I have also decided to significantly decrease the size of bank I set aside for this service. The turnover of tips is very low, and has been especially so through the second half of this season as the wet weather has played havoc with ground conditions. For a tipster like Andrew, who’s real strength I believe is in possessing a tremendous ‘feel’ for National Hunt racing, this makes things very difficult. When Andrew doesn’t feel comfortable, he simply doesn’t tip, so turnover has been a fraction of that of other services in the portfolio. Service B only runs through half the year too, and with the turnover of bets as it is, I feel safe in cutting the bank.
The only other thing left to say is that I’m already looking forward to next season! Roll on November!

*Service B 2015/16: +16.5pts, ROI 33.1%, ROC 55.1.*

**SERVICE C**
*(Identity available to full SBC members only)*

Readers of the *Bet Diary* will know that I’ve been watching this service for longer than I’ve actually used it! A fundamental change in strategy not long after I started to follow it last year made me cautious, and consequently I have only really been following properly in a financial sense since the beginning of January.

I think the lesson here is that if you have any doubt or reservation about a service, especially when you first start to follow it, you can always exercise caution. There really is no need to go rushing in with big stakes. You can always increase your bet size at a later date when you feel more comfortable doing so.

I’m still not 100% convinced that the change Service C made to their service half way through last year is for the best, and that it wasn’t a decision made a little hastily in the face of the first serious losing spell encountered. The jury is still out on that one, and we will only see the wisdom of the change in strategy in the fullness of time. However, I have seen enough over the past few months to convince me to take the plunge again and get involved financially.

Strangely, I have no concerns over the usefulness of Service C should the changes to the service prove to be for the good. Odds are generally easy to secure, even if limited to betting on an exchange, and the timing of bet release is such that the markets are liquid and able to absorb member’s money without the risk of a price collapse.

It’s a big year ahead for Service C. Push on now, and I think they’ll become a favourite service of many.

*Service C: 30.5pts profit, ROI 4.6%, ROC 30.5.*

**SERVICE 4: THE FINK TANK**

*Editor’s note – The Fink Tank is a special SBC run service, which follows a proven football system across the top 4 English leagues. Here at SBC we have utilized this system to great success for several years.*

What I have enjoyed about this service is the level of consistency it has achieved. I appreciate I follow AH15, an Asian Handicap based system, and so returns should be consistent, but the two don’t always go hand in hand.

I appreciate that I’ve been fortunate in that in recent times a lot of the bets I ended up missing due to not securing the requisite prices have been losers. This does even itself out over time, but I accept that my figures are a little more positive than they might have been. Believe me, I’ve had spells when the reverse has been true, and I know that I’ve missed out on some racing profits recently in this way.

My only concern over TFT is that I have found prices disappearing a little more quickly than was the case a few months ago. This causes more of a problem than it might with other footie services because the vast majority of the bets lie on the positive side of the handicap, which
means the prices don’t drift after the matches have started. This takes out the option of getting on in-play. My current thought at this moment in time is that if TFT continues as a service next season, I might be better playing one of the win-only systems.

*The Fink Tank 2015/16: 18.6pts profit, ROI 4.7%, ROC 53.1% (*note I use a bigger bank than recommended).*

**SERVICE E**
*(Identity available to full SBC members only)*

I’ve left the service causing me most concern until last.

I’m being careful to make sure I’m being objective in what I say, and not being influenced by what has been a rotten previous month of tipping by our South American friend.

My biggest issue is that I’ve found the odds being cut on an awful lot of bets far quicker than I can get on. I don’t know if it’s because a lot of the picks have been within the Brazilian pre-main season leagues and the liquidity is lower, but it’s causing me a lot of worry.

I would be lying if I didn’t say that falling performance levels weren’t also causing me some concern. My ROC has dropped considerably over the last 12 months compared to that attained in previous years. This is always something to be wary of, as it is all too easy to make rash and premature judgments. A service that might appear to be losing their edge may simply be going through a poor season or year, which in the context of the long term is perfectly natural. Look at The Fink Tank – in this article I’m talking about their consistency and yet we only have to go back to the 2013/14 season to find a season that ended in the red. This puts things into perspective for as disappointing as Service E has been lately, it is still showing a profit for the past 12 months. The bigger issue is definitely that relating to odds availability.

**Service E 2015/16: 25.4pts profit, ROI 2.3%, ROC 31.7%.*

So, all told, the services I’m currently following have collectively delivered a pretty decent tax year. The last two months have given the figures a decent shove in the right direction and again, it shows how important it is to be patient. The final scores on the doors for the portfolio show an ROI of 7.2% and an ROC of 64.4%.

Compare this rate of bank growth to that available from a high interest bank account. Or shares. Or precious metals. Or property. Or...well...you get the message. 😊
In the above article you have seen just some of the issues involved in running a portfolio of tipping services as a means of serious investment. These issues and many more are explored in more detail through the regular ‘Practical Punter’ articles and online ‘Bet Diary’, which from part of the ‘Practical Betting’ help we offer to Secret Betting Club members.

We understand that the most daunting aspect of running an investment betting portfolio is actually getting started in the first place. Certainly it is crucial for anyone serious about making a profit from their betting to set their operation up properly. By doing so, risk can be minimised and profit maximised.

As an introduction therefore, the following information will point you in the right direction in terms of making sure that you start out on your betting adventure on the most solid of foundations...

**HOW TO GET STARTED BETTING FOR PROFIT**

If you believe what you read in some of the adverts you see in the Racing Post, then making massive profits from betting is the easiest thing in the world to do. The ads are placed by tipsters who boast of huge winners at incredible odds. The message seems to be that if you join up, it won’t be long before you’re mulling over whether to buy a Ferrari or a yacht first with the winnings you’re going to plunder from the bookies!

If only it really were that simple. Sadly, the old phrase of ‘Too good to be true’ has never been more relevantly applied than to most tipster newspaper adverts.

Of course, it is not that simple. More likely than not, you’d be sending your money to someone who has no stable contacts, no “inside information”, and almost no chance of supplying you with a winner.

Fortunately, the days of such dodgy services are numbered as punters don’t have to look too far to find genuinely good tipsters – such as those we recommend at the Secret Betting Club.

Over the 10 years of our service, we have discovered countless numbers of extremely good tipsters that run professional, business-like services.

They are genuine people that care deeply about the levels of customer service they provide. And most importantly of all, they have a real edge over the bookmakers and will put money in your pocket should you choose to follow them.

So if you are keen to get started betting for profit we can help you – and to illustrate how easy it is, Rowan has penned a simple 4 step guide to getting going.

It should provide a nice and straightforward entry point for those of you wondering just how you can start making money betting.
There are four, very simple and straightforward stages to setting yourself up professionally and safely, and making excellent profits by following a portfolio of expert tipsters.

1. Opening bookmaker accounts.
2. Choosing the right tipsters to follow.
3. Spreading your risk.
4. Recording your results/profit.

If you can follow each step of this process, and work carefully and thoroughly, then betting can become a means of serious investment.

Let’s break it all down and take a closer look at each of these stages...

**STEP 1: GETTING THE BEST PRICES – OPENING BOOKMAKER ACCOUNTS**

A very common mistake made by a lot of bettors is that they don’t attach enough importance to the odds they’re getting on their bets. It’s very common for someone to open just one account with a bookmaker, and then use that firm for all of their bets. But over time, they will lose money if this is their approach.

Taking odds of 5/2 on a horse instead of 3/1 doesn’t sound as if it should make too much difference to your bottom line. But over time, it makes a **massive** difference. It is so important to shop around and get the best prices you possibly can, and to do that you need to have a choice of bookmakers that you can bet with.

If you take a look at an odds comparison site, you will see that there are no less than 16 bookmakers that offer the Best Odds Guaranteed concession. This means that if you take a price on a horse and that price drifts out, then should the horse win you will be paid at the longer SP. So why not take advantage and open accounts with all 16 bookies? That way, you’re going to make sure you get the best odds on every bet you place.

Not only that, but you will be able to keep your accounts open for much longer by spreading out your bets amongst the different firms. It is a reality that in the modern day, bookmakers who sniff out people who they think might have an edge over them (and you will!) close or restrict those accounts fast. There are many ways of remaining under the radar (as an SBC member you can read plenty of articles on this) but one obvious way is not to keep flogging the same bookmaker with every bet...especially when they win!

**STEP 2: CHOOSING THE RIGHT TIPSTERS.**

Our Secret Betting Club service can help tremendously when it comes to helping you choose the tipsters you should follow to maximise your betting profits.

Reading the in depth reviews found within the pages of the SBC’s *Betting Magazines* will provide you with a real insight into a tipping service and many of the experts for you to follow.

Yet not all tipsters will be right for every individual’s circumstances and it is important you choose a tipster that fits in with you. Because if it doesn’t, then you’re never going to get anywhere near approaching the level of profit that the tipster is making.
So for example, you decide to sign up to Service A who release their tips at 8.30 every morning. Yet at this time of day you are working and unable to place bets until, say lunchtime, when you might find the odds on the tips have shortened considerably. Thus meaning you have missed out on the value identified by your tipster. If you’re not betting at value prices, you WILL lose money in the long run.

As you can see, it is imperative that you find the right tipsters for you, i.e. those that fit your circumstances and also your attitude to risk. If you don’t take losing bets well, then a tipster that is long term profitable but perhaps has a strike rate of only 15-20% for winning bets, won’t sit well with your psychological profile. You may well find yourself being worn down mentally, possibly to the point where you make expensive mistakes with your betting.

All the relevant information to allow for an informed choice to be made as to which tipsters to follow can be found within each SBC service review. It is also possible to have a particular service on your watch list, identifying one that is potentially suitable and then monitoring their performance through the regular Tipster Profit Reports. These break down the performance of the SBC monitored services within a number of categories and provide easy reference league tables.

STEP 3: SPREADING THE RISK.

Diversification is everything. As with any form of serious investment, spreading the risk is vital for long term success.

Within the Practical Punter and Bet Diary series that I write, you can follow my ongoing ups and downs of following a portfolio of tipster services to make money.

Here’s a brief breakdown of the services being followed:

- Northern Monkey Punter: a form reader who tips primarily on the flat/all weather.
- Service B: a form reader who tips exclusively over the jumps.
- Service C: a horse racing service that uses computer modelling to find value.
- The Fink Tank System: a football service that concentrates on the English domestic leagues.
- Service E: a football service that specialises in South American football.

You can see that either the method, or the area of specialty, is different with each service. In other words, there is minimal correlation between the way each of the services operate. This avoids the situation whereby a large and disproportionate stake is being placed on a horse that is being tipped by three or four services.

STEP 4: RECORDING THE RESULTS AND MAKING A PROFIT.

Keeping an accurate record of results is essential, so that at any given moment in time the exact profit and loss position can be seen.

Looking at the above portfolio of five services, how did they perform over the past 12 months?

Let’s take a look at results from April 1st, 2015 to March 31st, 2016 – the tax year (although of course no tax is paid on profits from betting!).

**Service A:** Profit 123.2pts, ROI 14.8%, ROC 154%
**Service B:** Profit 16.52pts, ROI 33.13%, ROC 55%.
Service C: Profit 30.4pts, ROI 4.6%, ROC 30.4% (*only followed since January).
Service D: Profit 18.6pts, ROI 4.7%, ROC 63.2%.
Service E: Profit 25.42pts, ROI 2.3%, ROC 31.7%.

If we take our total betting bank and add up these totals, our portfolio has made a Return on Capital of 64.4%. In other words, if you assigned a £2,000 betting bank to each individual service, your profit for the year would be £6,440 – not bad for following some simple steps.

Furthermore, there are two other points worth making.

First, these figures are calculated on a betting bank that has absolutely no leverage applied to it. With five services it would be perfectly possible to apply a safe level of leverage that would make your betting bank go further and your profits rise. Effectively you might not need as much money set aside.

The second consideration to make is that this profit was attained with no access to BOG bookmakers, but instead using the Exchanges to place all bets on horse racing. If able to utilise bookmaker accounts, as discussed in Step 1, the profit would be significantly bigger!

SIGN UP AND GAIN INSTANT ACCESS TO THE SBC SERVICE

Hopefully these 4 simple points will have given you some insight into how easy it is to get started making money betting with tipsters and a few straightforward pointers on how it all works.

This article is however but a very short summary of some of the extensive guides and information available to you as a Secret Betting Club member.

As an SBC member, we provide you with everything you could possibly need to know about how to elevate your betting so that it becomes a true investment.

And best of all it comes with a 30-day risk-free money back guarantee so you can sign-up today and try out the service.

Sign up for your instant Secret Betting Club membership

Wishing you the best of luck with your betting!

Rowan Day, SBC Writer & Pro-Punter
WHAT IS THE SECRET BETTING CLUB & HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?

Established in May 2006, the Secret Betting Club is a 100% independent source for reporting, reviewing and monitoring the world of betting advice, through the use of tipsters, systems and strategies. We can help point you in the direction of the best tipsters, systems and methods for making money betting. We do this via our:

- **SBC Magazines** – As a member you gain full access to our regular magazines, which feature our independent tipster reviews, how-to guides, expert interviews and free systems and strategies for you to follow.

- **SBC Tipster Profit Reports** – Published 6 times a year, these unique reports contain our latest tipster ratings, including Hall of Fame and at a glance comparative league tables on over 50 different of the most profitable tipsters.

- **USA Tipster Reports** – These 4 exclusive US Sports Reports feature tipster reviews on all things stateside and how to make money betting on NBA, NFL, NHL & MLB.

- **Practical Betting Help** - Looking for real-life guidance on how to make a profit betting? Then our regular 'Practical Punter' reports will help as they are written by time-served gamblers sharing their own experiences betting to win.

- **Free Tips On SBC Forum** - Follow numerous profitable free strategies, tipsters and systems on the SBC Forum (Available to SBC members only!)

- **Massive Tipster Savings** - Benefit from huge savings deals on many of the best tipsters only as an SBC member - often more than the cost of joining us!

- **Bonus Systems & Guides** - Get your betting off on the right foot with our 'Ultimate Betting Package, supplied to all Gold and Platinum SBC members. It consists of...
  
  The ‘4 Pronged Attack’ Horse Racing System;
  The ‘On Course For Golf Profits’ Betting System;
  Our Secret Betting System Compendium - A selection of other lucrative systems and strategies to use;
  Our Pro Gambler Blueprint – All YOU Need to get your betting off on the right footing.

  Plus, not forgetting you can also access our outstanding 10 year back catalogue full of past reviews, features and profitable betting advice.

All of the above also comes with a no-quibble **money back guarantee** should you join us and not be satisfied with our service in anyway, which states:

"Subscribe to the Secret Betting Club Gold or Platinum service and if during your first 30 days membership you feel for any reason whatsoever that we won’t be able to help you make money betting then you can get your subscription fee back. ...NO QUESTIONS ASKED!!"

**SIGN-UP FOR YOUR INSTANT SBC MEMBERSHIP**
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